A New Perspective For Infrared Roof Scanning
by Kim Beattie
Sir William Herschel, an amateur astronomer, discovered infrared in the early 19th century. Since then,
infrared has become a valuable technology for many industries. It has become an industry standard and
is the PREFERRED nondestructive method to identify water intrusion in flat, insulated and low‐sloped
roof assemblies.
How It Works:
To understand the methodology for infrared roof evaluations, it is important to first comprehend how
thermal differences are detected and analyzed in relation to wet and dry areas of insulation. Here’s how
it works. During the day, the sun radiates energy onto the roof surfaces. This is referred to as “solar
loading”. As the day continues, the sun continues to “load” energy into the roof. Wet insulation can
retain more energy than dry insulation. After the sun has set and the roof surface starts cooling down,
the areas of wet insulation will radiate the stored energy for a period. Thermal imaging is an infrared
photo that will show these areas of stored energy which indicate “probable” or “possible” moisture.
(See Figure 1)

Figure 1 (How Infrared Works)
Infrared Meets Drone:
The merging of technology (sUAV/ Drone coupled with Infrared) has become particularly valuable in
commercial/ institutional infrared thermal roofing evaluations. It is now possible to capture much larger
roof areas in a single image. It is also easier to get better “angles of view” in order to capture clear
infrared imaging of the underlying wet roof insulation. (See Figure 2)

Figure 2 (Best View Angles)

Why isn’t EVERYONE providing this service?
Aerial Infrared thermal imaging is a technology that requires proper training and experience. Almost
anyone can fly a drone (they practically fly themselves). Anyone (that can afford it) can purchase a
thermal imaging camera and attach it to their drone. Anyone willing to study hard can get a “remote
pilot’s license” from the FAA. However, obtaining a “waiver” from the FAA to LEGALLY fly at night is not
easy (and roof thermal imaging must be done after sunset). sUAV insurance/ liability insurance is
available, but costly. Understanding roof systems, roofing components and building construction takes
years of experience. Example: every roof type has different “reflectivity” and “emissivity” properties,
both which affect thermal imaging. Various insulation types have different moisture absorption rates
and thermal patterns. Heat sources from mechanical units and reflections can be misinterpreted as
moisture presence. In short, obtaining meaningful/ useful thermal imaging requires experience.
Weather constraints:
Weather, especially in Hawaii, makes thermal imaging more difficult. ASTM C1153‐10 (Standard Practice
for Location of Wet Insulation in Roofing Systems) lays down the following parameters related to
thermal imaging and weather:
1) No rainfall for 24 hours prior to thermal imaging; In some geographic locations, this can be
difficult. Not impossible, just difficult.
2) Wind speed must be <15 mph; Too much wind will cool the roof surface and will “wash away”
the heat signature emitting from the underlying wet insulation.
3) Sunny day, clear night; The roof needs a good “solar charge” during the day and preferably clear
skies during the evening of the infrared survey.
Note: Weather conditions (before and during an infrared survey) should be verifiable, recorded and
integrated into the thermal imaging report.
Thermal “Tuning”:
Capturing good thermal imaging is only the beginning. The imaging must then be “tuned” (adjusted).
This “tuning” process is challenging, even for the experience thermographer. Thermal imaging is “tuned”
by adjusting the temperature range of the image. Each pixel has a temperature signature. Just one
degree of adjustment (up or down) will change the thermal image. The goal of the “tuning” process is to
eliminate “noise” within the image and emphasize only the possible/ probable moisture contained in the
underlying insulation.
Note: It is possible to make a “dry” roof look “wet” and a “wet” roof look “dry” (intentionally or non‐
intentionally) by adjusting the “thermal span” of the image. For this reason, a thermal imaging scan
should be conducted by a third party/ independent thermographer which has no “ties” to the contractor
or manufacturer involved in the project. The expression “fox watching the hen‐house” comes to mind. In
other words: The thermographer should have no “stake” in the project or “conflicts of interest”.
Following is an example of how the same infrared image can be “tuned” to show completely different
results. (See Figures 3, 4 & 5) These are all the SAME image, just “tuned” differently.

Figure 3‐ Properly “tuned”

Figure 4‐ Improperly “tuned”

Figure 5‐ Improperly “tuned”

Validation/ Verification:
Infrared Thermal Imaging always needs “verification”. According to ASTM C1153‐10, all thermal imaging
needs to be closely evaluated (by a qualified thermographer) and the information must be further
verified by “cores” or “cores and moisture meter probe”. Each core sample must then be tested for
quantity of moisture (percentage of moisture by weight). (See Figures 6 & 7)

Figure 6 & 7
When to Have an Infrared Thermal Imaging Scan:
1) Building Envelope Commissioning
a. identify deficiencies with installation work in progress (i.e. insulation board fastening
patterns are visible)
b. identify puncture damage by other trades trafficking on the roofing membrane
2) Substantial completion prior to the installer leaving the project (after a significant rainfall)
3) Near the termination of the installer’s warranty (generally 1 or 2 years after installation)
4) When the roofing system nears the end of its satisfactory service life (near the end of the
manufacturer’s warranty)
a. an inexpensive, accurate infrared roof scan near the termination of the membrane
manufacturer’s warranty coverage makes a lot of sense. It is a lot less costly to spend
the membrane manufacturer’s money remedying moisture intrusion deficiencies under
warranty leak coverage rather than spending scarce capital resources
5) When the existing roof is being considered for over‐lay/ recover roofing (such as a coating
system), or is the much costlier removal and replacement option required
6) Following weather events and known or possible storm damage are two milestones for
obtaining an accurate roof infrared scan
Before Allowing Aerial Thermal Imaging on Your Property‐ What to Ask For:
1) FAA Remote Pilot License?
2) FAA Waiver to Fly at Night?
3) Certified Thermographer?
4) Are your Infrared Thermal Imaging reports in accordance with ASTM C1153‐10?
5) Years of Experience in Commercial/ Institutional Roofing?
6) Certificate of Insurance?
7) LAANC/ FAA Approved Flight Log (Site Specific)?
8) Proposed Flight Plan on Property (Site Specific)?
Note: Infrared CAN’T see through windows (for those concerned about “privacy issues”)
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